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most needed them, dispelling panic and loneliness; b)
instances and jewelled fragments shaken into the kaleidoscope of
each amazing day, life mutinous and irrepressible, with urchin -
gesture and slangy repartee, life answers back.
Banishment and exile alone have not yet received their full
answer; because the glimpse of sanctuary brought to us by two
foreign boys happy for a brief while fooling round on the Thames,
could only be counted as respite. The final answer to banishment
caa be no less than home-coming. But perhaps I was not too
foolishly sanguine in recognizing the significance of that answer
on its way, when three years after death's arrogant ascendency,
I could lie in the extravagant October sunshine on a quiet curve
of yellow beach in the West of England and see a line of blunt-
nosed invasion barges advance in implacable formation nearer and
nearer—
—Yet know surely that what might have been nightmare itself
come true: "We snail fight them on the beaches "—was now no
more than a light-hearted rehearsal of invasion's menace swung
into reverse* And I watched the three infants standing like baby
penguins sparsely spread out on that empty stretch of beach a
yard or two above where the little waves broke along the edge
of England, and then I watched them scampering confidently along
to welcome and mingle with Combined Operations, pleased but
not specially excited, for to them this was just another invasion,
and they the self-constituted Reception Committee. I watched,
and I thought that here was final evidence that multitudinous death
in 1940 and down the years, desperately urgent, gallant, confused,
has been vindicated by this simplification at last to three English
children able to start a fine October morning with the little extra
fun of an invasion on their beach.
THE END

